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Abstract 

The behavior of the catanionic system of dioctadecyldimethylammonium bromide (DODAB) and 

sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) was investigated at 23±1 ºC at the air water interface using a Langmuir 

trough. The evolution of surface pressure was monitored with changing surface area along with 

structure being characterized by epi-fluorescence microscopy. At high surface densities, the monolayer 

exhibited collapse through reversible folding at about 47 mN m-1. This corresponds to the DODAB 

collapse surface pressure. The number of folds was found to increase with the rate of compression speed 

and was history dependent. While the folding was not observed in anionic SDS or cationic DODAB, our 

results indicate that a mixture of the two produces folding. 
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Introduction 

Interfacial phenomena are important in many technological and biological processes [1]. In most 

cases, the equilibrium of an interface with the bulk is mediated through diffusive processes. However, 

this equilibrium is violated as interfaces are subject to surface stresses and variation in total surface area 

at time scales faster than the diffusion time. The response of a surfactant to such changes in its 

environment is a key ingredient to its stability and optimal functioning. It is therefore important to 

understand the mechanisms that lead to the instabilities of surfactants constrained to a surface, and 

Langmuir monolayer provide an excellent system for the study of these processes. Langmuir 

monolayers are a single layer of insoluble surfactants confined to an air-water interface [2-4]. The 

spatial confinement of surfactant molecules at an interface often breaks down at extreme molecular 

densities. Many collapse mechanisms have been observed for monolayers in this regime [5,6], such as 

cracking, buckling, vesiculation and folding [7-24].  The different mechanisms of collapse reflect the 

interaction between the interfacial molecules and the bulk subphase. When large gradients in structural 

properties between the interface and bulk exist, the mechanism of yielding is more dramatic. For 

example, cracking of monolayers at high densities occurs when the interface is believed to become rigid 

and brittle [13], unable to dissipate stress away from the interface. Vesciculation occurs in monolayers 

that are relatively more soluble in the subphase fluid [12]. Recently, there has been substantial interest 

in collapse through folding of monolayers [9,11,18-20,25]. In these systems, a gradual increase in 

surfactant density is brought about through a quasistatic change in the interface area. At high molecular 

surface densities, the interface “folds” into the subphase, without breaking its essential structure as a 

single continuous two-dimensional surface [6]. Other mechanisms, such as cracking and vesiculation, 

result in the breaking of the two dimensional interface [5]. A further remarkable and unique feature of 

collapse through folding is that it is observed to be a reversible process – an interface with folds due to 

interfacial area compression returns to being flat upon expansion [6,26]. This is particularly noteworthy 

as it offers a rapid mechanism of surfactant respreading in spite of undergoing collapse. The folding 
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mechanism has therefore been of key interest to understanding the function of lung surfactants which 

are subject to rapid compression and dilation during breathing [8,9,11,22]. 

In this paper, we report on the possible observation of collapse through folding in a composite 

surfactant system composed of SDS and DODAB. SDS is an anionic surfactant commonly used in many 

consumer items such as toothpastes, shampoos and shaving foam as a lathering agent. We find that the 

collapse through folding during interfacial area compression depends strongly on the rate of 

compression. The number of folds increases as the compression rate is increased. In the following 

sections, we describe details of our experimental procedure as well as document our results. Finally, we 

conclude by suggesting a possible interpretation for the critical shear rate for the system to exhibit a 

varying number of folds with compression rate. 

Table 1. Structures, Names, and Abbreviations of the Compounds Used 

 
Structure 

 
Name 

 
Abbreviation 

 

 

 
 

dioctadecyldimethyl-
ammonium  

bromide 

 
 
 

DODAB 

 

 
sodium dodecyl sulfate 

 
SDS 

 

 
 
 
 

2-(12-(7-nitrobenz-2-oxa-1,3-
diazol-4-

yl)amino)dodecanoyl-1-
hexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-

phosphocholine 

 

 
 
 
 
 

NBD C12-
HPC 

 

Experimental Section 
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 Materials. The dioctadecyldimethylammonium bromide (DODAB) was obtained from Sigma-

Aldrich with 98% purity. The sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) was a reagent for molecular biology also 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and of 99% (GC) purity. Ethanol, 200 proof from Rossville Gold 

Shield®, and chloroform, spectroscopic grade (OmniSolv® high purity) from EMD Chemicals, were 

used as spreading solvents. The fluorescent probe 2-(12-(7-nitrobenz-2-oxa-1,3-diazol-4-

yl)amino)dodecanoyl-1-hexadecanoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (NBD C12-HPC) from Invitrogen 

Molecular Probes was used for epifluorescence imaging of the monolayers. No further purification was 

performed on the ionic surfactants, solvents, or probe, but rather they were used as purchased. Table 1 

presents the names, abbreviations, and structures of the two surfactants and probe used in this study. 

DODAB stock solutions were prepared in chloroform while SDS stock solutions were prepared in 

ethanol. Stock solutions were 1.2 mM in concentration of surfactant and 10 mL in total volume. One 

microliter of NBD C12-HPC probe was added to stock solutions for imaging of the individual surfactants 

at the air water interface. When preparing equimolar mixtures, SDS stock solution contained one 

microliter of probe and the DODAB stock was without probe. Approximately equimolar mixed ion 

solutions were prepared by mixing precisely one milliliter of each stock solution and diluting to a final 

volume of 10 mL with chloroform, the solutions containing one tenth of a microliter of probe from 

stock dilution. Equimolar mixed ion solutions contained approximately 0.12 mmols of each surfactant in 

chloroform with 10% ethanol. Mixed ion solutions containing various mole fractions of each of the two 

surfactants were prepared by mixing precisely measured volumes of each stock solution with respect to 

the wanted mole fraction at a final volume of 10 mL after chloroform dilution; total surfactant and probe 

concentration were held constant. For surface pressure(π)-surface area(A) isotherm experiments, 10 

microliters of stock solution or 100 microliters of mixed ion solution were spread or co-spread [27], 

respectively, at the water surface using a Hamilton microliter syringe. Fifteen minutes passed before any 

measurements were made to allow the spreading solvent to evaporate and the surfactants to equilibrate 

at the interface.  
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 Methods. Surface pressure-area (π-A) isotherm measurements were conducted using a model 

102M NIMA microscope film balance with surface pressure sensor PS4, 16/12 bit micro-processor 

interface IU4, and generation five operating software. Surface pressure measurements were made using 

the Wilhelmy plate apparatus from NIMA technologies (UK). Distilled water purified with the 

Millipore Milli-Q system (SYNS60001) was used as the subphase and had a resistivity of at least 18.2 

MΩ cm used at room temperature, 23±1 ºC. The film balance was properly cleaned before use by 

rinsing with alcohol, water, and chloroform. The subphase was aspirated to the proper height for the 

trough barriers and to remove any contaminants to the water surface before making any depositions of 

surfactant and subsequent measurements. The subphase-air interface was compressed continuously at 

constant speed between 2 and 5 cm2 min-1, although faster speeds up to the maximum were eventually 

investigated. The π-A isotherms were measured multiple times for the different mole fractioned 

solutions and for different compression speeds. Accuracies in π and A measurements were ±0.1 mN m-1 

and ±0.1 Å2 molecule-1 respectively. 

For imaging purposes, the film balance and surface pressure sensor resided on the stage of an 

Olympus BX60M microscope with 100 W high pressure mercury burner power supply (model BH2-

RFL-T3), 100 W high pressure mercury burner (model U-ULH), and lamp house (model U-ULS 100 

HG). The imaging used an Olympus U-MWB fluorescent cube (excitation filter: wide-band blue 450-

480 nm, long pass barrier filter 515 nm). A COHU intensified CCD camera (model 5515-2001/0000) 

was mounted above the microscope using Olympus attachment U-PMTVC. The camera ran to a nine 

inch CEM-09-2 monitor and VCR for recording purposes, with images later being transferred to DVD 

and hard drive. The microscope was housed within a lab-constructed plexiglass box with front latching 

doors, and aluminum foil prevented outside light from interfering with imaging. Monolayers were 

imaged most often from solvent evaporation to the end of a compression, although 

compression/expansion cycles were also imaged up to three cycles. 

Results and Discussion 
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 1. SDS. The anionic surfactant, SDS, does not exhibit any increase in surface pressure with 

compression as it is soluble in the subphase, and thus does not form a compressible monolayer on its 

own. However, the probe, NBD C12-HPC, was found to associate well with SDS as it was visible after 

spreading a solution of SDS, probe, and solvent at the air-water interface, as seen in Fig. 1. As a 

uniform monolayer is not formed, structures appear very inhomogeneous. Agitation, as with a full speed 

compression of 137 cm2 min-1, leads to areas of foaming behavior, shown in Fig. 2.   

200x200x

0.5 mm0.5 mm

200x200x

0.5 mm0.5 mm
 

Figure 1. 10 µL of 1.2 mM SDS in ethanol during solvent evaporation.  

400x400x

 

Figure 2. 10 µL of 1.2 mM SDS in ethanol exhibiting foaming behavior after maximal speed (137 cm2 

min-1) compression. 

2. DODAB. The cationic surfactant, DODAB, forms a stable monolayer at the air-water interface 

showing increasing surface pressure with compression as seen in Fig. 3, a reproducible π-A isotherm. 
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The plateau in surface pressure is characteristic of collapse. Pure DODAB was unable to be imaged by 

epifluorescence microscopy using the NBD C12-HPC probe. No probe structures or any signs of 

emission were evident when attempting to image pure DODAB. When depositing an equimolar amount 

of pure SDS to the DODAB monolayer, structures become visible, as shown in Fig. 4, indicating the 

probe’s affinity for SDS once again and an ionic incorporation of soluble SDS into the DODAB 

monolayer. 

DODAB Pressure-Area Isotherm
(10 uL 1.2 mM in chloroform)
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Figure 3. DODAB is insoluble and so forms a stable monolayer at the air-water interface showing 

increasing surface pressure with compression. The plateau in the isotherm is characteristic of the 

DODAB collapse. 

200x200x

 

Figure 4. The result of depositing an equimolar amount (10 µL 1.2 mM) of SDS to pre-deposited pure 

DODAB, indicating further the probe’s affinity for SDS, an ionic incorporation of soluble SDS into the 
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DODAB monolayer, and the possible quenching of the probe or lack of association with DODAB as 

pure DODAB and probe appears black. 

3. DODAB-SDS Catanionic Monolayers. Catanionic monolayer mixtures, or surfactant mixtures 

with a combination of both positively and negatively charged head groups, have been studied in detail 

only relatively recently [28,29]. Viseu, et al. [29] have shown that in a catanionic mixture of soluble and 

insoluble surfactants of opposite charges, the ionic interactions can be sufficiently strong to suppress the 

solubility of the smaller chained component in the mixture.  This effect can be seen in surface pressure 

isotherms alone, but the corresponding surface textures had never been imaged in such a system at the 

same time. The phases and surface textures of the same catanionic system studied in Viseu, et al. 

[29,30] was further examined. The phase behavior was complicated, and no region with the liquid state 

alone was found, however a very interesting phenomena was seen: reversible “giant” folding of the 

monolayer in the collapse region.  Giant reversible folding of monolayers is a recently-discovered 

phenomenon, seen so far in only a few systems.  The giant folding effect is thought to be especially 

relevant to lung surfactant models, where the surface pressure changes by very large values over small 

times but the surfactant layer remains intact [11,18]. 

Figure 5 shows a reproducible π-A isotherm of an equimolar DODAB-SDS monolayer co-spread [27] 

at the air-water interface. The plateau in surface pressure is located approximately at 47 mN m-1, near 

the known DODAB collapse surface pressure. The corresponding fluorescence microscopy images of 

the 1:1 DODAB-SDS monolayer under compression are shown in Fig. 6. The fluorescent probe used 

was NBD C12-HPC (table 1). The images of the mixture at low surface pressures are fairly typical of a 

monolayer in a mixture of phases. Monolayers become very condensed at higher pressures, as seen in 

Fig. 6, however it should be noted that some bleaching of the probe was observed. When the 

compression reaches the collapse pressure of this system, a very interesting feature develops, shown in 

Fig. 6, the unusual phenomenon of so called reversible “giant” folding of the monolayer [11], seen 

previously in only a few monolayer systems and never in a catanionic mixture. The folds of the 

DODAB-SDS monolayer are microns wide, centimeters long, extending to the trough edges, roughly 
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parallel to the trough barriers, and are thus nearly linear. The respecitve letters of each image of Fig. 6 

correspond to the surface pressure and area regions of the π-A isotherm labeled in Fig. 5, showing 

progression through continuous constant speed compression (5 cm2 min-1). 

DODAB-SDS Pressure-Area Isotherm
(100 uL 0.12 mM equimolar mixture in chloroform 
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Figure 5. 1:1 mixtures of SDS and DODAB yield reproducible isotherms such as this, noticeably 

different from that of pure DODAB (Fig. 3). Isotherms of the DODAB-SDS mixed ion system 

exhibit a plateau in surface pressure at approximately 47 mN/m, near the known DODAB collapse 

pressure. The images corresponding to the labeled regions of this compression of 100 µL of a 0.12 

mM equimolar mixture of DODAB-SDS are seen Fig. 6. 
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Figure 6. Images corresponding to the labeled π-A regions of the DODAB-SDS isotherm in Fig. 5. Two 

images at point (A) are shown. This corresponds to the DODAB-SDS monolayer just after solvent 

evaporation at 200 and 400 times magnification. At point (B) the monolayer is relatively condensed and 

at point (C) the monolayer is just prior to collapse. At point (D), folds are observed throughout the 

system, and upon further compression, at point (E), the folds are congregating at the center of the region 

between the barriers. 
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Folding was found to be almost completely reversible, with the monolayer returning to its initial 

state with decompression and only the slightest amount of surfactant lost to the subphase. This can be 

seen in Fig. 7, a cycle of π-A isotherms for a 1:1 DODAB-SDS monolayer. The compression isotherms 

are very consistent and shift to lower areas only slightly after the initial compression, while the 

decompression isotherms trace each other almost entirely. The DODAB-SDS monolayers could be 

recompressed and the folding would reoccur as seen previously, however the folding had a tendency to 

occur at slightly lower pressures and the number of apparent folds increased. 

 

DODAB-SDS Pressure-Area Isotherm Cycles
(100 uL 0.12 mM equimolar mixture in chloroform
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Figure 7. A three isotherm cycle for a 1:1 DODAB-SDS monolayer. After the initial compression, 

compression isotherms shift to lower areas only very slightly with the same trend seen for 

decompression. Decompression isotherms trace almost entirely. Such a plot is indicative of but a small 

loss of surfactant from the monolayer with compression and emphasizes the resiliency of the DODAB-

SDS monolayer.  

4. Investigation of Folding. The folding of the DODAB-SDS monolayer was studied as a function of 

compression speed and mole fraction of each surfactant. The number of folds was found to be 

dependent on compression speed, with the number of apparent folds increasing with increasing 
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compression speed (Fig. 8). Unfortunately,  the exact number was not counted as not all folds are able 

to be observed at once in the aperture. At lower compression speeds, such as 2 cm2 min-1, typically one 

or two slow rolling folds would move across the aperture, as seen in Fig. 8A. Surprisingly, the number 

of apparent folds at a lower compression speed would increase upon successive compressions of the 

monolayer, especially if a faster compression speed was used initially (Fig. 8B). 

 

AA  BB

CC  

Figure 8. Effects of multiple compressions and compression speed on the 1:1 DODAB-SDS monolayer 

highlighting the positive correlation of compression speed to number of folds and the tendency of the 

monolayer to fold in greater numbers after having undergone a prior compression, especially of higher 

speed. (a) One thin, transparent, slow rolling fold at 2 cm2 min-1. (b) With recompression of the 

monolayer a few folds are seen. (c) At 5 cm2 min-1 numerous folds develop. 
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as all monolayers able to be imaged were 1:1 DODAB:SDS. At higher mole fractions of SDS, the 

soluble surfactant only incorporates into the monolayer at a ratio of 1:1 with the DODAB as a salt [30]. 

Any excess SDS resides in the subphase. The monolayers appeared more fluid, or less dense, with 

increasing SDS mole fraction, obvious by the increased movement of structures when adjusting the 

microscope focus. This was to be expected as increasing SDS mole fraction is also decreasing the 

DODAB mole fraction. SDS associates into the monolayer with DODAB only up to a 1:1 ratio, so less 

DODAB accounts for a larger area per molecule and thus increased fluidity. Coinciding, as lowering 

DODAB mole fraction thus lowers total surfactant concentration in the monolayer, high enough 

pressures to induce folding are not reached at low DODAB mole fractions. 

At higher mole fractions of DODAB the monolayer appears as pure DODAB in that it is not 

observable with the NBD C12-HPC probe. We thus believe that DODAB quenches this particular probe 

by the long carbon chains preventing excitation or blocking or absorbing the photon emissions of the 

fluorescent probe. 

Conclusions 

We have observed the collapse through folding of a monolayer of DODAB supported on an aqueous 

solution of SDS. The folding is observed through fluorescence microscopy and is coincident with a 

plateau in the surface pressure to area isotherm. Furthermore, the folding is found to be reversible upon 

expansion and many isotherm cycles may be observed reproducibly indicating insignificant loss of 

material from the interface.  A further observation is that the folding is observed in the microscopy 

images in greater numbers at higher compression speeds. Folding of the monolayer occurs when the 

monolayer is unable to support the externally imposed compressive stresses within the flat interface. 

The stresses may be either supported solely within the interface, or coupled to the bulk [20]. The 

existence of the positive correlation of number of folds to increasing compression speed suggests that 

the stresses leading to collapse in the monolayer vary with the compression rate, possibly probing the 

dynamical relaxation times within the interface and those between the interface and subphase. In our 

case, the interface is primarily cationic (DODAB) and the bulk is anionic (SDS). The electrostatic 
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interactions between the molecules play an important role in the configuration of the molecules. At high 

compression rates, the interfacial configuration is unable to relax to a high density state constrained to 

the 2-dimensional surface, resulting in folds. At low compression rates, the configuration of molecules 

at the interface is more able to relax to states that are able to support higher molecular densities. This 

variation in the number of folding events with compression rate implies that an equilibrium buckling 

mechanism as applied for solids [20] needs to be extended to include stress variations with compression 

rate. 
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